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When the world’s best
known name in target
releases was sold to the

Copper John Corporation in
December of 2001, it was hard to

predict what would come of the
union.

Stanislawski was known primar-
ily for the back tension release aids
favored by the world’s top target

archers. While
the unique
ANTS tourna-
ment sight was
gaining some
p o p u l a r i t y
among archers
who appreciat-
ed how its
curved rail
kept their
scopes per-
fectly focused,
most people
knew Copper
John only as
the manufac-
turer of the
Dead Nuts
hunting sight.

Those fixed pin sights, with their
durable construction, round pin
guard and brilliant orange alignment
ring, had been a huge hit at the 2000
ATA Show and sold so well many
competitors scrambled over the next
couple years to bring out something
similar.

Brothers Doug and Eric Springer
may have been relative newcomers
to the archery industry when they
introduced the ANTS and Dead Nuts
lines seven years ago, but they’d
already proven their design, manu-
facturing and management skills in
another very tough manufacturing
sector. So they were able to keep
hunting sight sales growing and
plow resources back into their
release products. For the past year or
more it’s been evident that Mel
Stanislawski’s business may have
been bought by the perfect firm to
carry on his name. The catchy “I
shoot a Stan” ad campaign and a

Copper John Succeeds In

Part machinist, part engineer, with maybe a little magician
thrown in, Eric Springer (above) has designed a new index trigger
hunting release that fires with no apparent finger travel. Double
sears inside the case isolate the trigger from the jaws, so the feel
is the same whether you’re pulling a 35 pound bow, or a 75 pound
bow. The day ArrowTrade was at the plant, Eric was machining

the parts for prototype number 10, the final before production of
the new hunting release in the Stan line. Above, Editor/Publisher
Tim Dehn shoots the Zero Travel Index, or ZT-I, on the company’s
indoor test range. Pressure, but no apparent motion, is all that’s
needed to fire the wrist-strap model. Pricing had not been set but
you can expect it to be in the upper range for hunting releases.
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series of new and improved target
models has again got the target
archery community buzzing about
the brand. And now, as my day-long
visit to the headquarters showed this
past September, Stan is about to be
introduced to North America’s much
larger audience of bow hunters.

In fact, the Stanislawski products
are selling so well now that the
brothers are hunting for other
brands their firm can acquire as a
way of spreading out the company’s
costs. “We keep negotiating to buy
other companies,” Doug told me
frankly in his neat office in Auburn,
New York. “We’ve negotiated this
year three times already; we just did-
n’t come to a price we could agree
on. All three were archery related, in
different product segments.”

This isn’t the first time the
Springers have considered buying
other brands. Over the years they
looked at a bow company and a rest
company that had gone into bank-
ruptcy, a sight company whose man-
ager and lead designer had died, and
another rest company whose owner

had sold so he could
retire. “We’ve looked
at companies that
were operationally
sound, and we never
went with those
because if they’re
operationally sound,
there’s no bargain to
be had. And over the
years we looked at
those with a strong
brand name, without
the strong operation.”

“It’s such a grand
old name,” Doug con-
tinued. “It had lost
some of its sheen, not
because of quality
issues but because
the owner stopped
doing new designs as
he was headed
toward retirement. It
lost its momentum by
virtue of his starting
to retire, not by missteps. So the
brand didn’t get damaged, it just
slowly started to loose its profile.”

“Here’s the other thing that
appealed to us about Stanislawski,”
Doug added. “It didn’t matter that
other people were making that style
of release aid, people still referred to
it as a Stan. It was like Q-tip. If you’re
using a cotton swab, it doesn’t matter
who made it, you were using a Q-tip.
Well, if you were using a hinge style
back tension release, it didn’t matter

Bringing Back “Stan”Brand
By Tim Dehn

Doug Williams holds his infant daughter in his office at the
Auburn, New York headquarters of Copper John. Planning for
the future, he’s on the lookout for other accessory brands
Copper John could purchase.

Renee Ross demonstrates how Stan
releases are clamped to a four-color back-
ing card inside a clear clamshell, then
boxed in these distinctive triangular pack-
ages. The eye-catching, theft-resistant
packaging has been popular with retailers
though Copper John has heard complaints
from distributors who say it takes up to
much room in their warehouses and in
their shipments. It’s main purpose, to gain
shelf space in archery pro shops and
sporting good stores, has been achieved.
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who made it, you were using a Stan.”
The first year Copper John

owned the Stan brand, the company
worked on selling out the consider-
able inventory that had come with
the purchase. That included a model
Doug and Eric renamed the ME-2 as
a tongue-in-cheek acknowledge-
ment that it was a close copy of a
popular competitor. Mel
Stanislawski, who I can remember
grumbling to me at a show about
people ripping off his hinge style
designs, had fought back in his final
years by bringing out his own trigger
and index finger models. When the
ME-2 was closed out, the company
in charge of the Stanislawski brand
had no intention of creating more
clones.

“This is a ‘Scott’
release,’” Eric Springer
told me when he
picked up one of the
ME-2 models he had
kept as a sample.
“Everybody and his
brother makes some-
thing like it. That type
of copying offends us.
We have a patent on
our round pin guard
for our sight, and it gets
copied, but we prefer
to take the high road.
We don’t have me-too
products. We’re pretty dogmatic
about that.”

“The simple truth of why we
don’t do me-too products is they
don’t sell as well,” Doug said. “And
with them you become a price com-
petitor, which is not the place to be
as an American manufacturer. If you
compete on price, to gain sales you
have to be able to give the best price
and you can’t if you make stuff here.”
Copper John can effectively compete
against the growing tide of archery
accessories made in overseas plants
that have low labor rates and mini-
mal environmental regulations
because it’s able to differentiate its
products in ways other than price,
Doug said. The product can function

differently than others, may be
styled differently than the competi-
tors, and could have an advertising
campaign that helps build a distinct
brand identity.

The Eagle releases Copper John
introduced in 2003 certainly looked,
worked and were advertised in an
unconventional fashion. Instead of
being triggered with the index finger,
these wrist strap models used a mid-
dle finger trigger that could be set
very heavy and was set off by pulling
through the shot with back tension.
“Hey mom, I finally found a use for
my middle finger that you’ll approve
of,” was the gist of one early ad cam-
paign.

Eric had hunted with pure back

tension releases until a really good
buck got him shaking so bad he “pre-
mied” his release and send the arrow
zinging through the trees. “That
weekend I went out and built the
first Eagle. I hunted with it myself for
a couple years, another guy saw me
with it one day and asked, ‘What’s
that?’ I explained the concept and he
said ‘I want one.’ So I made a few
more for people around here, and
they’d say ‘You ought to put this in
the product line.’ I figured it was too
far off the chart, that people wouldn’t
like it. Well, we made it a product and
it’s been a success.” Now when Eric
meets someone at a show or tourna-
ment who wants a back tension
release they can hunt with, he rec-

Circle 163 on Response Card for Parker Compound Bows

George Ryals looks forward to a full sea-
son of promoting the Stan releases and
ANTS sight at tournaments in 2007, after
staying close to home until his daughter
was born. Her photo is in front of an array
of state championship patches. At left, his
sketch for an improved version of the
SafeShot release will let the sear be disen-
gaged by the pressure of both pinkie and
thumb as you draw the bow. It’s shown
next to a prototype.



parker compound bows www.parkerbows.com
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ommends the Eagle, and often gets
letters or emails thanking him.

Eric still prefers the compact
two-finger model he started with,
though three and four finger models
were added in response to customer
demand. “I have shot the Eagle in
tournaments, and I shoot it just as
well as I do a back tension, or should
I say, just as poorly. I’ve never shot a
60x, but I have shot 58s and 59s.
Doug Williams (who handles sales
and directs the pro staff) really likes
our four-finger model. Shooting the
Vegas round, 45 arrows, he
shot a 45x. That’s like group-
ing them in a dime. I couldn’t
do that, even if I supported
my bow with a tripod.”

Doug Springer, who has
to crunch the numbers on his
side of the business, acknowl-
edged one error in the com-
pany’s launch of the Eagle
three years ago. “It only sold
well to target archers. But it
was priced as a hunting prod-
uct. And if you don’t do
10,000 units, it’s not a suc-
cessful product line for hunt-
ing. In target, 3,000 units
annually is successful,
because the pricing is much
higher. Had we priced it as a
target release aid (that you
could also hunt with) the
quantity we sold, 5,000 units
annually, would have been
dynamite.”

Target archers expect to
pay more for a release, but
Doug said products for them
are also are more expensive
to produce than for hunters.
“Your feeds and speeds on your CNC
machines have to be much slower,
because the finish has to be nicer.
They want no machining marks, and
they really scrutinize them. So you
end up with slower machine cycles,
and longer polishing and burnishing
cycles.” On top of that minimum
price you have to get to cover your
manufacturing cost, overhead and
profit, Doug said you need to add a

premium for the brand. “The Stan
brand has cachet and represents a
certain value. You ask yourself if the
price your pricing  represents that; if
it doesn’t, the price must goes up.”
Oddly enough, a target release that
doesn’t sell well at $89.99 might be a
big hit priced at $169.

The additional sales generated
by the Stan acquisition allows us to
spread our overhead out over a great

amount of sales value which is one of
the reasons we purchased the
brand..It allows us to remain com-
petitive by allocating engineers,
sales, and other salaries over a larger
sales base.  “ Marketing costs like
advertising and trade show expenses
are also more easily borne when you
have multiple lines to support them,
Doug concluded, and more products
to advertise lets you qualify for bet-

While Copper John designed the Dead Nuts sight line to make extensive use of extrusions, its
Stan release products are milled from solid bars of aluminum and steel. Slower cutting times are
needed to produce the smooth finish target archers expect. That helps keep the machine tool
spindles turning through additional shifts and helps cover the overhead for the business. At right
above, release handles are burnished from the impacts of these steel pellets in a vibrator. That
step happens after being tumbled with abrasives and before being sent out for anodizing.
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ter frequency rates on print ads.
One place it was a mistake to try

and save money was by including
the premium release line alongside
the hunting products in a single cat-
alog. “This is the year we merged the
brands,” Doug said as he pulled out a
2003 catalog. “We had designed a
totally new Stan line, and they were
nominally successful, but we didn’t
hit the cover off the ball. And here’s a
neat thing we
learned. When we
combined the
catalog, people
i m m e d i a t e l y
began referring to
them as a Copper
John release aid,
not as a Stan.”

In 2004, the
company split the
catalog and tried
to portray sepa-
rate identities
through its show
booths as well.
On the
Stanislawski side,
it introduced an important new con-
cept in changing the speed or sensi-
tivity of hinge style back tension
releases. A pair of screws could now
be used to precisely change the posi-
tion of the half moon, and you could
even change whether it would give a
warning click or not, without chang-
ing the speed of the release. “Before
this, people would tap the half
moons back and forth, and it was
very imprecise,” Doug commented
as he demonstrated how quickly he
could adjust a Stan Micro. “There
were people who would not use back
tension releases because of how dif-
ficult it was to adjust them.” 

The Micro III you see in the 2006
Stan catalog is identical in how it
functions to the 2004 model, but it
was repackaged and backed by a
splashier ad campaign. “Now people
think it was invented in 2006. This
year we introduced our Thumb
Button model, the SuperX. Our
thumb button post is adjustable in

every manner, for projection, tilt and
for thumb angle. Rather than have to
change your form to suit your release
aid, you can adjust your release aid
to fit your form.’’

Doug Springer credited Doug
Williams and George Ryals with
helping Eric to design a 2006 line
that’s the strongest Stan has ever
brought to the market. Ryals, a for-
mer archery retailer who is a veteran
of the Martin Archery design team,
also deserves credit for helping to
produce break-through packaging
and a memorable ad campaign for
the current Stan line. The large trian-
gular box has a circular opening
where the release shows itself cen-
tered on the blue dot that is part of
the new Stan Logo. The same logo is
emblazoned on the side of the
release handle so it shows up on the
shooting line and in photos of top
archers like Braden Gellenthien, who
is featured in one of the full page ads
Ryals helped design under the “I

shoot a STAN” theme.
Williams and Ryals are both

accomplished tournament shooters,
and were just the pair to bring me up
to speed on the four styles of releas-
es in the Stan line and the different
types of customers they might
appeal to. First though, I wanted to
know why there seemed to be so
much interest the past few years in
shooting with back tension instead
of with releases triggered, like a gun,
with the index finger.

“I think people are becoming
more educated about the benefits of
shooting with back tension,” Ryals
remarked. “They have access to
material on the internet and in target
magazines, and they recognize
improper shot execution sooner. I
think too that bowhunters and target
shooters are a little closer together
than they used to be. They’re hang-
ing out in the same areas, like on
archerytalk.com, so that bowhunters
are exposed more to the technical

Ike Ward (above)
returns a jig to a shelf.
He helps oversee both
the production of com-
ponents in the machine
shop side of the busi-
ness, and their assem-
bly. At left, individual
releases may have up
to 19 separate compo-
nents. That’s counting
the raised blue dots in
the Stan logo.
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side of archery, and not just
bowhunting.”

“There’s so much knowledge
currently available,” Williams con-
curred. “And if you poll the top 50
archers in the world, 95 percent of
them will be using back tension of
some form or another to execute the
shot. They may be using a thumb
button release, but they’re shooting
it with back tension.”

While a hinge style back tension
release like the Micro III and
MagMicro will fire as your hand
rotates the solid handle past a cer-
tain point, thumb button models
like the SuperX open their jaws when
pressure is applied to the thumb
button after the archer is at full draw
and begins to rotate his hand rear-
ward with back tension. “If your fin-
ger is off the button as you draw, it’s
not going to go off,” Williams said.
“Whereas with a hinge style, if you
get your hand into it funny or some-
thing like that is not the same, it will
go off faster or slower than you
expect. I myself still have one get

away from me from time to time
with a hinge style release, usually at
an inopportune time.”

“We call that ‘Pulling a Douggie’”
Ryals said with a grin.

“I take both styles along with me
to tournaments,” Williams said with
dignity. “They hit the same spot and
I shoot them the same way. But like I
said I’ve had a problem with them
going off at an inopportune time, so
this last year I shot solely with the
‘trigger.’”

“Doug can shoot both our
SuperX (button) and MagMicro
(hinge) because they have identical
handles,” Ryals explained. “Both
have the same center of rotation over
your middle finger. Both have the
same part that grips the rope or your
D-loop on your string. So a lot of
guys will train with a back tension
release to clean up their shot execu-
tion and then shoot the tournament
with a thumb button because they
have more control with a thumb but-
ton and it’s less likely to go off on
them.”

Williams and Mike McGreevy,
who works with him on the sales
team, showed me the logic behind
the design of the release handles in
the Stan line. Micro III, MagMicro
and SuperX handles have contoured
finger grooves that step down in size
because the human ring finger and
pinkie are smaller than the index or
center finger. Each handle comes in
a large or in a medium that’s scaled
down by 10 percent. Handles are
color-coded by model so when
McGreevy fields a call from a dealer
about the blue Stans in their display
case, he knows they want to order
MagMicros. Beyond that, there are
variations in the number of fingers
the handle accommodates. The
MagMicro comes in a Trio or Quattro
style, as does the green SuperX. The
red Micro III has those two handle
styles plus a Deuce and a Smoothie
that accommodates four fingers
without the grooves. 

We’ve already talked about the
Eagle release, now part of the Stan
line in two, three and four finger ver-

Circle 81 on Response Card
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sions. The fourth series is the
SafeShot, which is being redesigned
for 2007 and will include both three
and four finger models. The SafeShot
employs a thumb safety that discon-
nects the sear while you draw, then
works like a conventional hinge once
you anchor and remove pressure
from the thumb safety.

Why are there so many Stan
models? In part because it’s the
norm for target shooters to own
more than one release and to be
interested in other styles that may
work better for them. “You’ll see guys
who own a bag full of releases,” Ryals
said. “There’s a lot of superstition,
voodoo that goes along with it. Guys
will say, ‘I like this one now, it’s going
off for me better this week.’”

“That’s why it is a good idea for
the archer to keep a couple different
releases with them,” Williams said.
“When the old bad habits come
back, you can grab one that feels a
little different.”

Of course it’s not just in target
shooting where problems surface
with releases. It’s also common for

veteran hunters to begin punching
their index finger release, and the
more they practice, the worse the
problem may become. They start to
freeze up before they can get on the
vitals or in frustration they may fire
when they’re clearly off-target.

What we’re talking about is tar-
get panic, and Ryals and Williams
sketched out a common path to it.
The archer starts with an index fin-
ger release, because that seems more
comfortable and natural. As new
shooters, they have trouble holding
the pin steady, so learn to shoot as
their moving pin touches the center
of the bulls-eye. The index finger is
our smartest, our most dexterous, so
it’s easy to develop a hard-wired con-
nection between eye, brain and fin-
ger. “So when the eye sees the pin in
the middle of the target, the finger
hits the trigger,” Ryals explained.
“Then they get to the point where
they can hold a lot steadier, but they
can’t get the dot on the target. Why?
Because their brain says, ‘Don’t put it
in there, because it’s going to go off.
But I’m not ready yet, so we’ll just
hold the pin outside over here.’ It’s
like somebody is holding your bow
hand out of the way, so you can’t get
the sight on the target. And if you try

to force it in there, the
index finger just shoots
it.”

A guy can switch to a
release triggered by
another finger, Ryals
said, and that generally
solves the problem, for a
while. “There are releas-
es that fire with the
pinkie, with the ring fin-
ger, with the thumb, and
we have the middle fin-
ger style in the Eagle
series. Some fingers are
more intuitive than oth-
ers. You’ll agree that a
thumb is a little bit
dumber than an index
finger is, and a pinkie is
dumber than both of

YOU CHOOSE
A 1oz. bottle of messy liquid scent or
a 10oz. container of  hassle-free
granular 24Seven™

THINK ABOUT IT
• Early Buck (An AALLLL SSEEAASSOONN proven combination of

premium deer scents and glands)
• Doe Estrus (Our hottest seller. Just ask the deer)
• Dominant Buck (A killer big buck territorial scent)
• Unscented (Add 1/2 oz, of any liquid scent to

24Seven™ Scent Enhancer™ to make 10oz's of
Supercharged Granular Scent)

222 S. Clay St. Suite #101
Zelienople, PA 16063
888.648.3718

www.24sevenscents.com
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Mike Marr tests each
release he assembles by
using it to first hoist and
then drop a 75 pound pail
of polishing medium.
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those. So sometimes if you have a
shot execution issue, or a little bit of
a quirk, you can change fingers and
that connection you have between
your eye, your brain, and your finger
goes away.”

A more permanent cure for back
tension involves practicing with a
back tension release on a regular
basis, and learning to shoot a thumb
button or the Eagle middle finger
style with back tension while you’re
hunting. Aware that many retailers
don’t shoot back tension now, Ryals
wrote a manual for the Stan releases
that’s part instructional guide, part
sales piece. Ryals didn’t use the
words target panic, because “we
don’t want them to concentrate on
the problem; we want them to con-
centrate on the cure. So we give
them a step by step process. If they
go through the process and are at
least moderately diligent, usually
guys will see a major improvement.
If customers get greater success with
our instructions, they’ll be less likely
to swap to the next latest and great-

est thing.”
Ryals thought about that for a

moment, then said with a laugh, “Or
hopefully they’ll say, ‘Well, if this
Stan I just bought shoots so good,
maybe the next one Stan makes will
be so much better.’”

The next one? The 2006 Stan line
already has a lot to offer, but at least
two new models are in the works.
One, a new version of the SafeShot,
will appeal primarily to target
archers. On it, thin bars under the
pinkie and index finger disconnect
the sear as you pull in a much natur-
al fashion than the present thumb-
activated safety. But the big news for
hunters and bowhunting retailers is
Stan’s new index finger release, code
named the ZT-I or Zero Travel Index.

Eric first had me practice with
the SuperX, whose thumb barrel
moves as little as .0035 of an inch
when it releases the hook. “That’s
quite a bit less than some of our
competitors, and that’s been part of
that one’s success.”

Then he used the modeling soft-

Made In 
The USA

The Burt Coyote Company
104 N. Union St.

Yates City, IL 61572
Ph. 309-358-1602

Visit us at our web site 
www.burtcoyote.com

* H.I.T. is a registered trademark of
Easton Technical Products, Inc.

The Burt Coyote
Company

would like to 
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our new

for all H.I.T.* 
system arrows
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Doug Springer joked that his dad was “collecting his interest payment” when he
stopped in to machine some rope cleats for his power boat. Lou helped train his sons Eric
and Doug in manufacturing and is proud of what they’ve accomplished at Copper John.
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ware to show me the innards of a
new index finger hunting release.
“This is the firing sear, this is the
holding sear. They’re completely iso-
lated so when you draw and pressure
builds up on the hook, there’s no
feedback effect to the trigger. As you
increase the draw weight of the bow,
the trigger feels the same.”

Very few releases can make the
same claim, and they go for very
high prices. What makes this new
Stan model unique, though, is the
trigger action. Or maybe I should say
the lack of trigger action. “If you’ve
ever shot a typical hunt-
ing release, you start to
pull on it and you feel
the trigger jump away
from your finger. With
this one you just draw,
apply pressure and it
goes off, and you don’t
feel any travel,” Eric
explained.

The designer and
machinist showed me
on screen how he’d
found a way around the
normal trigger action to
produce a release that
seems to work with an
element of magic. I’m
not supposed to
describe those patent
pending details, but I
can tell you what it felt
like to shoot the ZT-1 prototype on
the test range. Shots one and two felt
smooth and quiet but nothing spe-
cial, because I was treating this
release the same way as my old one
and deliberately squeezing the trig-
ger. On shot three I slowed down,
thought about applying pressure
and without any apparent finger
movement sent an arrow into the
center of the target. The fact that the
bow jumped out of my relaxed left
hand and hit the floor didn’t bother
George or Eric one bit. “We do that
all the time,” they assured me.

Back in Eric’s office, I was treated
to a preview of the 2007 Dead Nuts
line. If you’re one of the retailers who

have been asking for brighter
fiber optics for the last few
years, you’ll get them in every
model. You’ll also get the ability
to sell micro adjustments, magnifi-
cation, and lighted pins, all at prices
that will have you wondering if
Copper John now has an overseas
connection. 

They don’t. What this 100 per-
cent American company does have
is a dedicated work force, creative
designers, a distinctive ad campaign,
two gutsy owners and truly innova-
tive products. As I was getting ready
to leave, Doug Springer told me
about something else it now has.
Copper John has set up a second

manufacturing facility in Auburn. It’s
been refurbished and it’s ready to
move into as needed from growth in
the existing lines or the purchase of a
new brand. “Our sales are already
booming, with Stan’s help. When
retailers see the new sight line that
replaces versions that are five years
old, that will boost sales fabulously,”
he predicted.

Editor’s Note: Look for more
details on the 2007 Dead Nuts line in
the January 2007 SHOW issue of
ArrowTrade.

The Stan pro staff directed by Doug Williams is
helping to draw more attention to the brand, as is
a distinctive catalog (left) and ad series.
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